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-This is wonderful!  I look forward to receiving them and share them. 

-Trying to get her asleep and stay asleep has been quite difficult lately.  How can I help her sleep  

better so I can get some sleep!  My patience is running low! 

-Thank you for publishing this newsletter. 

-I think the newsletter is very informative.  Keep them coming and thank you. 

-I’m an early child childhood teacher – I think this newsletter has great quick bits of information for  

parents-myself included! 

-I greatly enjoy reading your newsletter.  Mostly, it reinforces that I am doing what is needed for the  

development and well-being of my baby. 

-Very informative – seemed to come at the time when I was questioning situations.  Easy to read and  

comprehend – great tool for educating myself and my son. 

- I like the newsletter!  A lot of good free information and it comes just at the right time.  Would like to  

see it continue as my child grows past the first year. 

-I really enjoy getting this newsletter.  I love reading all of the articles and I do save them for future  

references. 

-I look forward to reading the newsletter every month.  I find it very helpful.  Those who don’t take 

 advantage of it are really missing out. 

-The newsletter has really helped out knowing the different stages; what to expect in development. 

-The newsletter is a nice resource – it’s a quick read – not overwhelming and full of ads like 

 magazines and internet.  Very helpful when we had our first child. 

-The newsletter really helped me ALOT.  I got so much mixed advice from people it was nice to get 

 information I could trust.  I felt I could trust this info because it came through our medical  

center.  Thank you so much! 

-Thank you for the newsletter; it has been a blessing in disguise. 

-Keep the articles going.  Consider doing more of these after a year old. 

-Keep them coming!  They comfort mothers in knowing that they are doing the right thing. 

-Thanks for doing this newsletter.  I enjoy reading it and so does my husband. 
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-I enjoy getting the newsletter – not only for tips but a guide to see if my baby is progressing at the  

correct intervals. 

-I feel the newsletter is very accurate in it’s information.  It is a lot of the same information I studied in 

 school.  For parents I would feel it is a very useful tool.  Easy to read and understand. 

-Keep up the good work – we look forward to this newsletter. 

-I enjoy the newsletters! 

-Thank you for caring for our children! 

-Your newsletters are very helpful. 

-Keep sending them to parents! 

-Who knows what I would have done without all the advice!  It was just nice to know what is “normal”  

and what to expect.” 

-They have helped my husband understand the different stages of development and given me ideas 

 on ways to help my baby grow. 

-I never really talked to my baby while feeding her.  But after the newsletters I do. 

-I love receiving the newsletters.  They are filled with great information that allowed me to feel more 

 comfortable and confident as a mom. 

-Keep sending these to mothers.  I can see how they would be especially helpful/essential for less 

educated, single, young moms!  Thank you! 

 

 

 

 

 


